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Correction
In Below 2019.3 on page 12, figure P3 (the first of the Engineers 
Notebook images) the date in the caption should have read 1859 
not 1839. Apologies to Mike Shaw for that error. See page 26 for 
a follow-up item from Andy Cuckson.      Editor

Pontesford Painting
The painting of the Pontesford 1784 engine house, which was kindly donated to the 
Club by Iris Brown raised a respectable £100 when auctioned at the Club Dinner 
on the 5th October. The painting, by Malcolm Newton, was commissioned by Ivor 
Brown in 1993 when he couldn’t get a decent picture of the engine house. Ivor asked 
Malcolm if he could produce this picture, but move the tree slightly to one side to 
improve the view of the engine house.

The sealed envelope raffle at the dinner raised £90 for MCRO. To foil those who 
checked their envelopes for tickets in advance of the draw using a torch or mobile 
phone, Gareth and Laura had cunningly put blank tickets in all the envelopes that 
didn’t have winning tickets in.

Congratulations to Rob Vernon
Right: Club Chair, Neal Rushton auctioning the Pontesford Painting.

And the Winners are ....
Alan and Vicky Robinson were awarded the Club’s “Golden 
Nut Award” by last year’s winner Nick Southwick for their 
contributions to Club activities. It was presented to them by Steve 
Holding as Nick wasn’t at the dinner. The award now boasts a 
larger wooden base (supplied by John Morgan) to allow for the 
names plates of future recipients.

Rob and his co-author Antonio Cabrera were awarded the “XV 
Francisco Javier Ayala Carcedo Prize” by the Spanish Society for 
the Defense of Geological and Mining Heritage (SEDPGYM).

Their article entitled “The Solana de Belalcázar mine: A stormy 
Scottish mining operation in Córdoba”, was judged to be the best 
work published in SEDPGYM’s De Metallica magazine in 2018 
(issue 30, pages 73 to 90).

The Argentine lead mine at La Solana is located in Belalcázar, 
at the northern end of the province of Córdoba. Worked by the 
Romans, then from the 1880s by a succession of Scottish mining 
companies. Many of the surviving structures at the mine date from 
the first of the Scottish companies. The mine tips were re-worked 
by the Peñarroya company in the 1970s.

Above: Rob Vernon (second left) and Antonio Cabrera (second 
right) receiving the XV Francisco Javier Ayala Carcedo Prize.

(Antonio Ángel Pérez)

Below: Vicky and Alan with the Golden Nut
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SCMC Underground Trip Reports, August to October 2019
Steve Holding

Wednesday 31st July: Snailbeach, Andy Wood 
took Harry McGhie to the Forty Yard Level. Andy’s 
comment was that Harry’s “youth and fitness was a bit 
disturbing!!”

Thursday 1st to Sunday 11th August: Nenthead, 
the summer visit included club members Steve Holding, 
Alan & Vicky Robinson, Paul Thorne and Roy Fellows 
as well as members from other clubs.

Thursday 15th August: Snailbeach, Andy Wood, 
Julian Bromhead and Steve Holding started some 
significant changes to the ‘Classic Route’. The main 
changes are intended to be with respect to the rigging of 
the pitch from the higher intermediate level (‘Rushton’s 
Leap’), but also involving a significant change of 
rope. Additional bolting was done (by Julian) at 
‘Rushton’s Leap’ and a change in mid-pitch deviation 
but subsequently it was decided that the deviation needs 
moving. The rope on this pitch was changed and the rope 
on the ‘Handline Pitch’ was removed.

Thursday 29th August: Snailbeach, Andy Wood and 
Steve Holding continued with changing the rigging on 
the ‘Classic Route’. As noted above, the main change is 
to the pitch below the upper intermediate level - rather 
than the rope being attached each side of the stope, both 
anchor points are now on the near side of the stope and a 
further deviation has been added - getting on and off the 
pitch is now much more straightforward and replacement 
of the rope should be easier.

The rope on the ‘Handline pitch’ has been changed to a 
10mm rope – it is estimated that a 35 to 40m rope could 
be used on this pitch. It is intended that the second rope 
on this route be switched to 10mm; some attachment 
points need the ordinary maillons to be switched to 
stainless steel and some krabs on the deviations need 
changing.

September
Thursday 5th: Snailbeach, Peter Eggleston and Ian 
Cooper carryied out further experiments with both radio 
and Heyphone links.

Thursday 5th: Ritton Castle, visited by Andy Wood 
and Steve Holding. Permission had been given to drive 
to the site, but it was discovered that a Fiat Panda is not 
as good as Series Land Rover off-road.

The top of the shaft was checked and found to be OK. 
The adit was entered, it had been anticipated that some 
angle grinding work on the ‘Dexion’ gate would be 
required but looks as if someone has been in there in 
recent times.

Water beyond the gate was deeper than remembered, 
only Andy went in (and got wet shorts!). He progressed 
to where we had previously dug through.

Thursday 13th: Steve Holding and Joe Colecleugh 
visited Huglith Mine, mainly a surface tour but they 
also went into Badger Level. The hangers on the route 
to the ‘blue pretties’ appeared to be extremely rusted 
and need to be replaced.

Thursday 20th: Snailbeach, Steve Holding, Sally 
Fowler and Julian Bromhead carried out initial SRT 
training with Michelle Richardson and brother in law 
Colin Jones.

Thursday 27th: Snailbeach, Steve Holding, Sally 
Fowler and Julian Bromhead carried out initial SRT 
training with Joe Colecleugh and Helene Faure.

October
Thursday 3rd: Steve Holding and Andy Wood 
took Michelle Richardson and brother in law Colin 
(Richardson) plus Mike Boyd (SMT Member) to 
Badger Level, Huglith. Andy gave a tour around while 
Steve changed the hangers and placed an additional bolt 
for the top of the route down to the ‘blue pretties’.

Wednesday 9th: Snailbeach, Andy Wood and 
Joe North carried out SRT training with Michelle 
Richardson and Joe Coleclough.

Thursday 10th to Saturday 19th: Nenthead, a total 
of eleven members of SCMC were at Nenthead at times 
over the long week with lots of interesting trips (see p3).

Thursday 24th: Snailbeach, Steve Holding, Kelvin 
Lake and Andy Wood carried out SRT training with 
Michelle Richardson and Colin Jones.

Sunday 27th: Huglith, Steve Holding, Sally Fowler 
and Julian Bromhead visited Huglith Main Vein 
workings along with three visitors from the Stoke area 
(Direct BCA members).

The group visited Badger Level, descending to the Main 
Tramming Level, most visited the large sub-level below. 
Steve replaced the rope that descends between the rails. 
The in-situ rope to the sub-level was removed. It should 
be noted that while the rope between the rails was 
replaced, there re-bolting also needs to be carried out.

Wednesday 30th: Swan Hill - Mike Worsfold and 
Eileen Bowen took Michelle Richardson and Colin 
Jones for a trip.

Thursday 31st: Huglith, Steve Holding, Sally Fowler 
and Andy Wood visited Badger Level.

Andy and Sally descended to the ‘blue pretties’ and 
below - putting a replacement in-situ rope on the short 
lower pitch.

Steve climbed up into the chambers above this descent 
and replaced and improved the placement of the in-situ 
rope giving access to this area. These upper chambers 
are important bat hibernation areas.
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Nenthead October 2019
Steve Holding with contributions by Alan Robinson

For October 2019, visitors from various clubs were based at the 
Mill Cottage and Assay House bunkhouses, at Nenthead plus 
Nent Hall and Cherrytree Cottage.
 
Thursday 10th October
Steve Holding helped with a visit by Newcastle University 
students during the day. Alan and Vicky Robinson arrived and 
all three helped with a dig in Rampgill Firestone Level that 
evening.

Friday 11th October
Alan & Vicky went out for a walk across the moors around 
Highfield and identified the entrance to the recently discovered 
and surveyed Cutthroat Cave (a survey of which had 
been displayed in the Hidden Earth survey competition in 
September).

Saturday 12th October
Steve, with others visited Smallcleugh to travel beyond ‘Bog 
Shaft’ but Steve chickened out of the high-level traverse and 
spent the rest of the day on a photography trip in the ‘Further 
Reaches’ of Smallcleugh.

Sunday 13th October
Steve with Julian Bromhead and Paul Smythe (WMS) visited 
various parts of Rampgill. They initially visited a complex area 
between Hangingshaws Level and Carrs; this was followed 
by exploration of Proud’s Sump Flats and eventually a fairly 
comprehensive look at Scaleburn Vein workings.

Alan, Vicky and Andy Wood (with Rob Hall and Nick Green) 
took a wet venture into the southern reaches of Brownley Hill 
where it runs under the Scaleburn vein workings in Rampgill.  
The hope was to abseil from Rampgill later in the week, but 
they wanted to check the route out first. On a previous occasion, 
they had found a section of low air space (and deep water) had 
actually sumped making the route impassable.

The way on from the Guddamgill vein gets progressively 
wetter, until Vicky was bobbing on the surface, whilst the rest 
of the group were definitely chin deep!

Fortunately, the landing point for the descent was found to 
be on a small island of debris opposite an easily recognisable 
junction. The two ways on were explored for a 100m or so until 
collapses and a flooded arch were encountered. The cold water 
hastened the groups exit.

Monday 14th October
Alan Robinson took a group including Julian Bromhead and 
others to Knock Fell Caverns. This is a maze cave on the West 
side of Great Dun Fell. The cave has a short 8m entrance pitch, 
where a protective rope is useful. A few metres in and a crawl 
is reached, where a boulder in the floor provides a limiting 
squeeze. Carrying the survey and compass are essential for this 
trip, along with marker tags to provide a breadcrumb trail for 
the way out. This cave is permit controlled by English Nature.

Above & below: Stopes above Smallcleugh just 
outbye of Bog Shaft.                  (Steve Holding)

Above: Julian crossing top of a climb in Rampgill.
(Steve Holding)

Below: Paul Smythe in flats of a complex sub-level 
of Proud’s Sump Flats.                 (Steve Holding)
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Nenthead October 2019
Continued ...

Above: Small stals in Whitesyke, illuminated with 
‘normal’ light.       (Steve Holding)

Above: Graffiti in Whitesyke - ‘John V Spark 1869’.
        (Steve Holding)

Above: The same location with UV light. Some 
calcite stals fluoresce pink while others don’t!

Above: Graffiti in Whitesyke ‘I.V.Spark 1867’. Is it 
the same person as left?     (Steve Holding)

Left: Horse-trough 
in Whitesyke.

(Steve Holding)

Below: Two pictures of the same location.

Left: you see a strange string like feature under UV light, but (right) 
you don’t see it under ‘normal’ light .
                              What is it?           (Steve Holding)

Right: End of the 
dig in Whitesyke 
(the picture is 
vertical).
       (Steve Holding)
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Steve went with Andy Wood to Whitesyke in the morning and 
the two were joined by Sally Fowler for a visit to Rampgill 
Firestone Level in the afternoon. Much playing around with a 
UV lamp took place.

Tuesday 15th October
A group of eight, including Steve, Alan, Vicky, Sally and 
Julian met up with two members of CATMHS to visit Hudgill 
Burn Mine and the Caverns above. The visit to the maze cave 
(Caverns) only kept to the main route but the tour of the main 
mine was extensive.

Andy with Allan Richardson and Nick Green (NMCS) went to 
walk the sites of old Iron mines at Park Grove, above Alston.

Wednesday 16th October
Alan and Vicky, with Matt Clark, Emma Scheck and Robert 
Hall (WCMS) rigged the pitches down from Rampgill to 
Brownley Hill, then made another wet exit. A fast return along 
Scaleburn allowed them to recover the ropes, as a pull-through 
trip was deemed too risky.

Steve went with Julian and Sally into Middleceugh Level and 
looked around the most accessible parts.

Thursday 17th October
During the day, Steve went with Julian and Sally into Carrs 
Mine and looked at ‘Low Flat’, ‘Middle Flat’ and ‘High Flat’. 
Mike Worsfold and Eileen Bowen carried out surveying within 
Carrs but along the level above Hangingshaws.

Alan and Vicky, plus 4 others, did another trip to Knock Fell. 
They used the same process of ‘out and backs’ within the cave 
but managed to link in some different passages to areas visited 
earlier in week.

In the evening, the regular diggers in Rampgill Firestone Level 
were joined by Steve, and Julian also visited for a quick look.

Friday 18th October
Steve entered Rampgill Mine, Hangingshaws Level with 
Robert Hall and Emma Scheck and rigged a permanent rope 
on the long ladder rising up into Proud Sump Flats. Mike 
and Eileen carried out surveying which involved a descent 
into Proud’s Sump Flats (from Smallcleugh) and subsequent 
descent into Hangingshaws. Steve travelled partly out with 
Mike and Eileen until they went to survey the complex sub-
level between Carrs and Hangingshaws.

Alan and Vicky went over to Little Salkeld for a surface walk 
around the Long Meg anhydrite workings and the 18th century 
Folly Lacy’s Caves (a sort of mini Hawkstone Park).

Saturday 19th October
Alan, Vicky and Steve had a trip to the Barron’s Sump Engine 
House area of Smallcleugh. This included looking around some 
of the branches not normally visited.

Nenthead October 2019
Continued ...

Above: Andy Wood in the old entrance to Rampgill 
Firestone Level.      (Steve Holding)

Above: Alan Robinson in the maze caves above 
Hudgill Burn Mine.         (Vicky Robinson)

Below: Sally Fowler in Middle Flat, Carrs Mine.
(Julian Bromhead)
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Nenthead October 2019
Continued ...

Above: Remains of a Velociraptor in Knock Fell 
Caverns.           (Vicky Robinson)

Above: Column in Knock Fell Caverns.
(Vicky Robinson)

Above: Baron’s Sump Engine House.
(Steve Holding) 

Below: Steve Holding and Alan Robinson in Baron’s 
Sump Engine House.      (Vicky Robinson)

Below: Long Meg anhydrite mine building.
(Vicky Robinson)

Below: The entrance to the 18th Century folly ‘Lacy’s 
Caves’.         (Vicky Robinson)
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Held once again at the Bradford Arms, Ivetsey Bank, 
Staffordshire, but this time so as to have a projection 
screen available we were allowed the use of their party 
room.

Those attending
David Adams, Club President & Founder Member 
with wife Margaret, Colin Lears our first member and 
his daughter Victoria, Terry and Jen Davies, Peter 
Summerfield, Chris & Liz Lane and Sue Woodcock, 
(now Homewood) with her husband Bob. Thirteen of is 
in all.

Invited guests
Stuart James son of our 2nd Chairman Mike who died 
in 2016 who was anxious to meet his father’s former 
friends, receive tales of his exploits and some photos of 
those days. He has since sent an e-mail of appreciation 
for the invite.  Also Kelvin Lake to give a short 
presentation on the present activities of our Club.

Apologies
Were received from Mike & Marlene Gaut due to other 
commitments, Alan Hawkins due to driving distance, and 
David & Wendy Stevenson due to illness. Bob Meeson, 
Peter Appleton, and Brian Shuker did not respond to the 
invitation, Jock King did but did not appear. Ex wives 
Elizabeth Mason due to another commitment, Iris Brown 
was invited but did not respond no doubt due to distance.

Presentations
I gave the welcome to all, in particular to Stuart James, 
and a resumé of some of the events I had attended 

Report of the Shropshire Mining Club 50 Year+ Veteran’s Reunion
Wednesday 16th October 2019 

during the year. We all looked forward to a continuance 
of this annual event although I had to report that the 
membership lists do not seem to have been well kept 
around the year 1970, so that it was unlikely that our 
list of veterans would increase until 2022, as in 1972 
a number of younger members joined the Club two 
of whom are still active within it. Kelvin Lake then 
followed with his verbal presentation of the Club’s 
activities during the past year.

The main presentation was given by Chris Lane, 
aided by Kelvin. Unfortunately his projector would 
not work with the high fixed screen provided by the 
pub, so his pilot documentary on the ‘Long Industrial 
History of Lakeland’, had to be delivered by the use of 
a laptop computer, mounted high on a chair with the 
sound turned up as much as possible. Nevertheless the 
documentary designed to explain to visitors and the 
public that there was much more to Lakeland than high 
mountains, beautiful lakes and poets was excellent and 
we wished him well with pitching the programme to TV 
executives and the (apparently expensive) production 
of it.

The reunion was completed with a group photograph 
taken by Kelvin, and seemed to have been well 
approved by those attending as a signal of the 
continuing lifelong friendships made by being members 
of our Club. It will certainly be repeated next year, 
inviting any members who joined in 1969-70 - if we 
can find them!  Next year however we shall not expect 
to occupy the party room and if there is to be a visual 
presentation we shall need a portable screen.

David Adams, President

Above: Attendees at the SCMC Veterans Reunion Dinner 2019, The Bradford Arms, Ivetsey Bank, Staffordshire. 

Standing: Peter Stevenson, Stuart James (son of first member Mike James), Liz Lane,
       Sue Homewood (neé Woodcock), Terry (Blogg) Davies, Bob Homewood, Margaret Adams,
       David Adams (President and Founder member), Colin Lears, Victoria Lears.

Seated: Chris Lane, Jenny (Jen) Davies.
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In the previous issue of  Below, I reported on two mines 
near the hamlet of Dhustone, on the western slopes of the 
Clee Hill1. One of these I tentatively identified as “Moor 
Edge Pit”, known to be active in 18502; the mine itself 
was marked on the 1842 tithe map so is unquestionably 
mid-19th century. The other, closer to the settlement of 
Dhustone itself, can confidently be identified as Park 
Colliery, probably sunk in 1882. I have now examined 
LIDAR (Fig.1) and Google Earth aerial photographs 
(Fig.2) which makes it possible to put these two 
collieries in their broader context as part of the “Gutter 
Coal Works”, the main colliery on the west flank of the 
hill. Google Earth currently has more extensive coverage 
than the Lidar.

The Gutter Coal Works takes its name from the Gutter 
seam, the lowest workable coal on the Clee. The 
Geological Survey mapped the outcrop of this from the 
village of Knowbury all the way to Horseditch Farm, 
just below the Dhustone massif of the Titterstone Clee 
and its associated quarry. The outcrop mostly lies in 
the parish of Bitterley, in the township and manor of 
Snitton. For most of its history, Snitton has been in the 
same ownership as Caynham, the parish and manor 
immediately to its east. Thus coal could be worked east 
from the outcrop with few problems of ownership.

The Gutter Coal Works
David Poyner
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The name “Gutter Coal Works” could be attached to 
any working along the outcrop, from Knowbury to the 
Titterstone. However, the main Ludlow to Cleobury 
road marks a useful boundary; south of this the other 
seams found as part of the Clee Hill coalfield are present, 
whereas to the north, only the Gutter coal is found. 
At the very far north of the outcrop, the workings are 
usually considered as part of a distinct Horseditch Coal 
Works; they mostly lie outside Snitton and Caynham and 
so have had different owners.

Whilst the LIDAR coverage of the Clee Hill is both 
incomplete and of low resolution (2m), it clearly reveals 
a band of disturbed ground corresponding to the outcrop 
of the Gutter Coal; these fall into a number of clusters 
(A to C in Figure 1). As the Geological Survey would 
have used outcrop workings for their mapping, this is 
not surprising. For the most part, the workings have 
now been taken into fields and reclaimed as pasture, so 
remains of individual shafts are indistinct.

More may be revealed when the area is resurveyed at 
1m resolution by LIDAR but parch marks visible in 
the Google Earth photographs show a dense pattern of 
individual shafts grouped in clusters (A to G, Fig. 2).

Figure 1: Lidar image of the Gutter Coal Works, using the Environment Agency 2M DTM data. The main Ludlow-
Cleobury road is shown as the solid black line running west to east; roads to Knowbury to the south and Dhustone to 
the north are shown as thin black lines. The former railway running from Bitterley to Dhustone is shown as a dashed 
line. Outcrops workings are indicated as A to C, large spoil mounds are marked 1 to 8. 
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At their northern end, the workings are in rough grazing 
where there has been little or no attempt at reclamation 
and here individual shaft depressions are still clear (D to 
G, Figure 2). Mounds are typically no more than two or 
three feet high, becoming larger and more widely spaced 
as the workings move away from the outcrop.

In the unimproved pasture north-west of Dhustone the 
LIDAR shows a dense pattern of very shallow pits 

The Gutter Coal Works
Continued ...

Table 1: Royal Commission on Historic Monuments (RCHM) survey of Gutter coal workings3

Group RCHM Ref Number Location Area Elevation Diameter
  of shafts

   E C201    32 SO5901 76643 to 4.2 acre  1314’-1381’    11.5’-30’ 
   SO59221 76792   (average 16’)

   F C202    75 SO59265 76857 to 3.5 acre 1414’-1440’    11.5’-23’
   SO59543 770000   (average 16’) 

Figure 2: Google Earth (2018) aerial photograph of the Gutter Coal works. This shows a similar area to the Lidar in 
Figure 1, but also ground to the north and east. Outcrop workings are indicated as A to G, large spoil mounds are 
marked 1 to 8. Benson’s Brook marks the western boundary of Snitton Township in Bitterley parish.

which are invisible in aerial photographs (C in Figure 
1); these are likely to represent surface diggings for coal. 
They come to an abrupt end, but similar workings can 
be found around 200 yards to the east; the Geological 
Survey interpret this as indicating a fault, throwing the 
outcrop east.

The LIDAR map does not currently show the workings 
beyond this fault but they are both obvious on the 
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ground and show up well on aerial photographs. They 
are found in four groups (D to G, Figure 2), indicating 
barren ground between. This might be washouts or other 
faults. Groups E and F were mapped in detail by the 
Royal Commission on Historic Monuments when they 
surveyed the open ground on the Clee Hill in 1983 (see 
Table 1).

Where individual shafts are well preserved and 
accessible, they suggest mining was very simple. There 
is no obvious evidence of winding arrangements, 
suggesting that this was done by hand windlass.

North of Dhustone village, the shafts form dense but 
narrow bands; perhaps the coal rapidly deepened or 
deteriorated in quality. The workings are close to Hoar 
Edge, the Dhustone (dolerite) escarpment on the west of 
the hill which cuts the coal off to the east. Further south, 
there is no such barrier, allowing the development of 
individual mines such as “Moor Edge” (No. 4 in Figs. 1 
and 2) and Park (8). Just south of the Ludlow-Cleobury 
road is a mound (1) corresponding to a recently disused 
colliery named as the “Gutter Pit” by the Ordnance 
Survey on their 1881 1:2500 map of the area.

In addition to these, there are four spoil mounds in a line 
(2, 3, 5, 6) marking distinct collieries. They probably 
have suffered some flattening; none covers the same 
area as the presumed Moor Edge colliery with its spoil 
tips some 20 feet high. However, most show evidence 
of two shafts and they are likely to have been wound 
by horse gin or steam engine. Mounds 2 and 3 can 
plausibly be identified with pits marked on the 1816 
OS preliminary drawing. Mound 6 is around 800 yards 
from the Ludlow Road; the distance reported in 1850 
as needed for a tramway to reach Moor End Colliery 
from the road4. Mound 4 is less then 500 yards from the 

road. Furthermore, this is in a better position to be called 
“Moor Edge”, being closer to the open moor. If this is 
indeed Moor Edge Colliery, mound 4 is perhaps best 
considered to be Upper Gutter, known to be active in 
1850.

Just south of Park Colliery there is another shallow 
mound (7), which may owe its origin to a coal mine. 
Writing in the early 1830s in his classic “The Silurian 
System”, the geologist Murchisson described a then 
recent attempt to discover if there was coal beneath 
Hoar Edge. James Lewis, who leased the Gutter Coal 
works sank a number of exploratory pits. The last and 
most substantial of these had a steam engine and a 50 
yard road east from the pit bottom hit a wall of dolerite, 
causing the coal to be burnt out. This mound is a possible 
candidate for the site of the trial.

Whilst 19th century dates can be ascribed to the distinct 
pits of the Gutter works, the outcrop workings are 
likely to cover a much wider range time span. In 1291, 
Wigmore Abbey received 5/- income for coal mines in 
Snitton and Caynham; it is likely that these were outcrop 
workings on the Gutter Coal. Workings on a similar scale 
are likely to have continued into the 18th century. Thus 
the outcrop pits could easily span half a millennium of 
coal mining.

References
1 “Mines of Dhustone, Clee Hill”, Below 2019.3, page 17”.

2 Nigel Chapman, “Clee Hills Colliery near Ludlow”, SCMC 
Annual Journal 3, 1995, pages 61-66.

3 Taken from “A conservation plan for the historic mining 
and quarrying landscape of the Clee Hills”, Birmingham 
University/English Heritage, 2007, Vol 2, pages 69-71.

4 Chapman, “Clee Hills”.

The Gutter Coal Works
Continued ...

CSM receive £1.3m software donation from Petex
Students at the Camborne School of Mines (CSM) 
will be able to gain fascinating new insights into 3D 
geological modelling of the subsurface, with pioneering 
new software.

CSM has secured a new licensing agreement with 
Petroleum Experts (Petex), a leading developer of 
optimization software for the oil and gas industries.

The Scotland-based firm has donated 10 licenses of 
its MOVE software package to CSM, based at the 
University of Exeter’s Penryn Campus in Cornwall, for 
research and training purposes.

The software suite, valued at £1,334,160.00, is 
considered the industry standard for geological 
modelling and structural analysis of Earth’s deep interior.

The new software will be used for teaching and research 
into structural modelling and reconstructions, as well 
as slip-analysis to identify favourable fault zones for 
geothermal energy potential.

The Mining School also plan to teach third and fourth 
year students on its Masters programme how to utilise 
the new software.

The MOVE package will allow the school to create a 
3D geological model of southwest England, providing a 
greater understanding the subsurface.

Petroleum Experts
Founded in Edinburgh in 1990, Petex is one of Europe’s 
fastest growing technology companies, with more than 
420 clients worldwide.

Petex, which has U.S. offices in Houston, Texas and 
Lafayette, Louisiana, develops software modules that 
help geologists obtain two- and three-dimensional 
images of features below Earth’s surface.

CSM News Article, 30th April 2019

Petex website: www.petex.com

http://www.petex.com/products/move-suite/
http://www.petex.com/
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News Round-Up 1
Stiperstones

Snailbeach Borehole
Club members Ian Cooper and Peter Eggleston have installed a cable in the borehole that connects to the Baryte 
stope in Roberts/Perkins level. A custom made  antenna has been connected to the top, with one of the Shropshire 
Mines Trust radios connected underground. 

The radio is in a plastic box, housed in a crate bolted to the wall near the bottom of the borehole. Due to the amount 
of water coming down the hole it is hoped that this will protect the radio as much as possible. 

This means that a group inside the Baryte stope can now communicate back to the Mess room and Miners dry from 
underground. In fact tests of the set-up suggest that in the event of a cave rescue event in the area the stope would 
form a good location to establish ‘Control’ due to the excellent communications!

Left: Peter and 
Ian installing the 
antenna at the top 
of the borehole.

Right: Steve 
Holding fitting 
the crate to hold 
the radio (the 
temporary plastic 
box for the radio is  
hanging from the 
string).

Bog Trestle
On the 27th October Andy Harris (watched by several Club members!) added the triangular top to the ropeway 
trestle at the Bog visitor centre, using a ‘cherry picker’ from Freeman Hire. Luckily it was a nice calm day, although 
a little cold so everyone present was forced to retire to the Bog centre for tea and cakes once the job was completed.

Views of Andy 
Harris fitting 
the top of the 
trestle.

(Kelvin Lake - 
I.A.Recordings)

Right: To level 
up the pulley 
wheels on the 
side of the 
trestle without 
the bucket a 
length of rebar 
was added, 
indicating the 
line of the 
ropeway.
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Mina San Timoteo
Mina San Timoteo is located next to the old Roman road 
from Portmán towards Atamaria, with the southern foot 
of the mountain Peña del Aguila about 700 metres to 
the north. It is connected to mina Humboldt and the two 
were worked together. I reconnoitred the site 6 years ago 
finding a manway which I believed to be the entrance but  
I was not then equipped to go underground.

Accordingly, enlisting the support of local enthusiast 
and Welsh Mines Society member Bob Barnes, we 
returned in May 2014 ready for exploration. It is possible 
to park off the road quite close to the access track so 
we didn’t have far to walk to reach the manway. I was 
slightly disturbed by the untrodden appearance of the 
surrounding ground as I am aware that local mineral 
collectors visit regularly. However, we kitted up and 
descended. After no more than 20 yards or so, the roof 
had come in and access was blocked. Disappointing.

On returning to the warmth of the Spanish sun, we 
looked at some building remains and shafts before 
I had a little brainstorm; “If all else fails, read the 
instructions!!” I remembered that I had with me, but 
back in the car, some written instructions for finding the 
entrance, downloaded from and translated by Google. 
Having fetched these, finding the real manway entrance 
was straightforward. It was located some way from the 
track up a small ravine that had had the vegetation burnt 
off in a bush fire the previous year. Footprints were 
evident, although these may actually have been made 
by rangers planting lots of tiny saplings to replace those 
trees lost.

Mina San Timoteo - Humboldt (Sierra Minera Cartagena/La Union)
Andy Wood

Above: Powder store or shelter?  

Left:
Possible adit.

The mine is famous for its acicular gypsum crystals* located 
in a large stope as well as some much prized blue barite 
and amethyst quartz. However, there has been some serious 
vandalism when old tyres were brought in and set on fire 
causing much damage to the crystals. 

Having found the way in, we embarked on a 3 hour exploration 
of extensive workings and I am sure that there is much that 
we missed. We did not locate the site of the alleged vandalism 
but apart from the usual detritus left by mineral collectors, we 
did find a few artefacts including a pair of espadrilles and an 
oil drum. There were some well constructed walls of deads as 
well as some crude stemples of dubious integrity!! Near a shaft 
access we also found some pigeon eggs.

Left, upper and lower: 
Remains of an engine 
house.

Right: View down the 
manway.

* Acicular, in mineralogy, refers to a crystal habit composed of slender, needle-like crystals. The term derives from the Late Latin “acicula” 
meaning “little needle”. Strictly speaking, the word refers to a growth habit that is slender and tapering to a point.

(All pictures for 
this article by 

Andy Wood unless 
indicated)
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Mina San Timoteo - Humboldt (Sierra Minera Cartagena/La Union)
Continued ...

Above: Shaft number (1441) painted on a rock.
Below: Entrance with building ruin outside.

Above: Shaft number (1441).
Below: Details of the entrance.

Above: Arching in the level.

Below: Underground pigeon eggs!

Above, left & right: Bob Barnes with the 
espadrille.

Left: This could be iffy!!
Below: Detail of the rough timber 
stemples supporting deads!

(Bob Barnes)
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Mina Humboldt
Mina Humboldt is reached by continuing up the track to 
where there is a substantial cluster of ruined buildings 
above a sizeable tailings dam. While most of these 
seemed to be for processing ore, the lowest one seemed 
to have a well laid-out garden with a summer house 
overlooking Portmán bay; perhaps the manager’s house?

A well built elevated trackway for a tramway runs from 
the hillside at the back of the site down to the crusher 
and ore hopper, with a fork sending a branch east across 
the site - but it is not clear to where this goes. What is 
more puzzling, is that there is no obvious sign of a mine 
entrance at the origin of the tramway. The hillside to the 
north of the tramway, seems to have had a gap cut in 
it but it does not look like a collapsed adit. Could it be 
the start/end of an incline or a ropeway to shafts much 
higher up? On aerial photos some sort of base structure 
is visible and there are certainly shafts up there, but I 
will have to make a point of going to have a look another 
time. 

Parts of the site are quite heavily wooded although 
the recent fire had left much of the trees as blackened 
skeletons. There are places where there might be 
underground access under the trees but some surgery 
is required to get close enough to see. One of these 
prospects is actually a roofed cistern rather than the shaft 
it first looked like. Altogether, a most interesting site 
worthy of further exploration.

Mina San Timoteo - Humboldt (Sierra Minera Cartagena/La Union)
Continued ...

Above: Spanish OS map of the San Timoteo - Humboldt 
area.

Below: Aerial view of Mina Humboldt showing a number 
of building clusters around the mine site.

Above: View up to the Humboldt mine site.

Below: Office or summer house surrounded by a garden 
overlooking Portmán bay. Part of the Managers house?

Below: A brick paved dressing floor area.
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Mina San Timoteo - Humboldt (Sierra Minera Cartagena/La Union)
Continued ...

Images 
of Mina 

Humboldt

Left: Part of 
the Humboldt 
dressing floors.

Right: 
Processing tanks 
on the dressing 
floor.

(Bob Barnes)

Right: The 
crusher building.

(Bob Barnes)

Above: View over tailings back down to Portmán bay..

Right: Tramway route to the crusher.

Right, lower: Possible mine entrance (unexplored).

Below: Remains of an engine house with holding down 
bolts and an electric power tower in the background.
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Thanks to Peter Holmes of the Industrial Railway Society a much improved version of the photograph (the 1920 
one) used in Account 28, “Ropeways of Shropshire” has come to light. It was published in Modern Telpherage and 
Ropeways by Herbert Blyth, published by Ernest Benn Ltd in 1926, and just noted as being in Shropshire, it was 
published after the ropeway had ceased to function.

A better photograph of the Bog Ropeway Terminus
Mike Shaw

The two versions appear to have been produced from the same plate with the foreground clutter in the 1926 one 
being ‘photo-shopped’ out on the 1920 one (a pre-release trial version of the software, perhaps?). The line was 
almost certainly not running at the time (what are the chances of buckets 98 - 101 all being in picture with several 
new buckets not yet on the line, and 98 and 99 being too close together), though two plates could have been exposed 
with some heavy lifting between. It is probable that the line had just been completed, the concrete looks clean as 
does the corrugated building in the immediate background.

The caption adds several pieces of information to that previously published: the normal handling duty was 20 tons 
per hour, both sheaves were driven, it confirms the direction of travel and that the electric motor was in the brick 
shed. The nine foot diameter return sheave was neither vertical nor underground as the original caption stated, to 
function it must have been as suggested in Account 28 (had the caption writer visited the site?).

The quality of the new version enables quite a number of details to be understood. The fences over the hopper 
indicate that tramway from Ramsden Shaft used side tipping wagons, the design of the tipping dock precludes the 
use of an end tipping wagon. The line from Ramsden 
shaft is said to have been cable worked. It is not known 
whether it was single track with loaded wagons using 
gravity and empties hauled back by a stationary engine, 
or a two track main and tail or similar system. With 
the latter the wagons must have been un-clipped and 
manhandled from a siding to the tipping dock which 
seems unlikely.

In addition to the awaiting buckets the foreground clutter 
includes what presumably were unused components from 
the ropeway. The corrugated shed looks to have housed 
the further two bases visible in the 2004 photograph (the 
nearest one being the electric engine base in the brick 
shed). The slope of the roof away from the engine’s 
shed presumably indicates that it housed something tall, 
possibly the tensioning weights on the far base. There are 
still a lot of unanswered question some of which possibly 
could be answered if more excavation took place.

The 1920 version of the terminus as used in Account 28. The 1926 version.    (from Modern Telpherage and Ropeways)

Looking along the line of the corrugated building in the 
terminus photos, the nearer base presumably for the 
electric motor in the brick shed the further ones perhaps 
for parts of the tensioning system, 10 April 2004.

(Mike Shaw)
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News Round-Up 2

Charlestown Clay Tunnels
Tunnels that were once used to transport china clay to 
Charlestown harbour near St. Austell have been re-
opened after more than 50 years.

The tunnel network sits under the Shipwreck Museum in 
Charlestown, Cornwall, which operated as the Lovering 
clay dry from 1907 until 1968.

The museum has added lighting to the tunnels and 
opened them to the public. Visitors can see the original 
rail system, as well as the trucks used to shift clay to the 
waiting ships.

News Reports, 19th October 2019

Woodhouse Colliery Approved
West Cumbria Mining plans to sink a new coal mine 
near the site of the former Haig Colliery in Whitehaven 
(which shut in 1986) will go ahead after the government 
decided not to intervene. It will extract coking coal from  
under the seabed off St Bees, with a processing plant on 
the former Marchon site at Kells. It is estimated that the 
mine will create 500 direct jobs, plus others in the local 
area with local suppliers etc.

Work could begin on the site in early 2020, with coal 
production starting about two years later.

Cumbria county councillors gave the scheme the go-
ahead in March, but this sparked a number of objections, 
including a call for government scrutiny, with protestors 
saying it would contribute to global warming.

The plans have sparked controversy, with objectors 
- some of whom staged a sit-in on the floor of the 
council chamber. Tim Farron, the Liberal Democrat 
MP for Westmorland and Lonsdale, who asked for the 
government “call-in” described the news as “a kick in 
the teeth in the fight to tackle climate change”.

He said: “Cumbria has so many renewable resources to 
provide energy - water, wind and solar, and we should 
most definitely not be taking the backwards step of 
opening a new coal mine.”

However, the coal that the mine will be producing is 
coking coal, which is essential for the steel industry - 
without it, it wouldn’t be possible to produce the items 
such as wind turbines.

The last deep coal mine in the UK, Kellingley Colliery in 
North Yorkshire, closed in 2016.

Compiled from News Reports, 2nd November 2019

Spanish Cave Rescue
Four Portuguese cavers have been rescued after a sudden 
flood trapped them in a cave network in Cantabria, 
northern Spain.

The four, all experienced cavers, from a climbing club 
in Porto, were trapped on Saturday 19th October in the 
Cueto-Coventosa caves near Arredondo.

Three other club members initially went looking for 
the group on Sunday, after their fellow cavers failed to 
communicate, but they were blocked by rising waters 
and called the emergency services. 

Rescuers from Esocan, (the local cave rescue team) got 
about 50m (55 yards) into one cave on Sunday (20th), 
but the high water level made it too risky to carry on.

The group finally emerged, in good health at around 
19:00 local time - a suitable quantity of beer was 
supplied to the rescue team.

A short video of the water flow is on the rescue team 
Facebook page:
Espeleosocorro Cántabro Esocan, @esocanfundacion

  www.facebook.com/esocanfundacion/

Three scientists were rescued from the same cave system 
after they did not return to the surface at their expected 
time on Saturday 13th July, a search effort began on 
Sunday afternoon. They were located in the early hours 
of Monday 15th.

Compiled from several News Reports
21st October and 15th July 2019

Dam Collapse in Siberia Kills 15
At least fifteen people were killed when a dam collapsed 
at a remote Alluvial or artisanal gold mine in Russia’s 
Krasnoyarsk region. Heavy rains in the village of 
Schetinkino on the Seyba River caused a dam to fail, 
flooding cabins that housed 74 mine workers. The 
mine is about 160km (100 miles) south of the city of 
Krasnoyarsk, itself some 4,000km (2,500 miles) east of 
Moscow.

Fourteen people have been evacuated to receive medical 
treatment. Three of those hospitalized are said to be in 
serious condition.

About 300 emergency workers used boats and divers to 
sweep the flooded area searching for missing people.

The mine operator is suspected of having violated safety 
regulations. A criminal probe has been launched, and the 
company’s offices have reportedly already been raided 
by law enforcement.
Right: The search operation underway.

(Russian Emergencies Ministry) 

https://www.facebook.com/esocanfundacion/
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Ivor Brown had completed his work mine shaft hunting 
for Telford Development Corporation and was moving 
north to take up a job as mining advisor to West 
Yorkshire Council in 1977, so Stuart Smith the Deputy 
Director of the Ironbridge Museum suggested that in 
view of him giving so much of his time to the museum 
and other organisations, we should hold some sort of 
event to mark the occasion of his departure from the 
area, what could I suggest? I thought for a moment and 
just having read a book on the life of Isambard Kingdom 
Brunel I made a silly suggestion.

“When the Brunel’s had completed the Thames Tunnel 
they had a dinner in it underground. As Ivor rediscovered 
the Tar Tunnel, how about an underground going away 
party for Ivor?

“We’d have to think about that,” grinned Stuart, I heard 
no more.

A couple of months later I had a surprise invitation to 
a ‘going away’ dinner party for Ivor Brown in the Tar 
Tunnel! So Stuart had taken up my ‘silly’ idea.

“Yes,” he said when we next met, “we have checked 
it out and there is a widening for a passing place some 
distance in so we can erect a long dinner table and chairs, 
also we can provide a hot meal, which when cooked can
be stored in heat retaining containers and delivered along 
the level in mine trucks, the rails are still in place. We 
can have wine and beer, but there is one problem.”

“What’s that?” I asked.

“When the meal is over there will be no room to move 
about, so everybody will either have to stay seated or go 
home, but I have thought of a way out. There will need 
to be tributes to Ivor, so I want you to be toast master, 
but instead of it just being the obvious people, I want 
you to go round the table, and without telling them first, 
I want everyone to make a speech.”

“That should be interesting!” I remarked.

On the last but one day of the year the now famous 
Tar Tunnel Dinner took place. Twenty male guests 
assembled to meet Ivor Brown, including seven members 
of the Club, the rest from the Museum. Sherry was 
partaken in the room at the mouth of the tunnel, before 
the party traversed the 344 yards to the wider bypass 
area. Here a line of covered trestle tables held the first 
course of the meal. Ivor and I took our places, him at the 
table end and me as toastmaster to his right, wine was 
poured and we commenced the first course of ‘Betton’s 
British Soup’.

Ivor and I were in intense conversation when we began 
to notice something very strange; there was some 
laughter and we suddenly realised our soup bowls were 
at the level of our noses! Standing up we discovered that 
all the other guests had been supplied with chairs with 
continuous tubular legs, while ours, the last two, in must 

The Famous Tar Tunnel Dinner, 30th December 1976
David Adams (from my Memoirs)

have come from a different collection, and had straight 
legs, which were sinking into the floor. 

We had to quickly find some boards to stand them on. 
As we neared the end of the first course we could hear 
the gentle rumble of mine trucks being pushed along 
the tunnel carrying our main course. When it finally 
arrived held in sealed heat proof containers it was 
excellent consisting, according to the menu, of ‘tarred’ 
chicken with ‘pit’ potatoes, ‘deep mined’ carrots, and 
‘shotfirer’s peas’ eaten to the sound of music from a hand 
operated gramophone. This was followed by ‘tunneller’s 
trifle’, ‘brattice’ biscuits & cheese, completed with 
‘underground’ coffee, then the glasses were copiously
refilled, it was time for the compliments to Ivor, and I 
had to commence my duty.

The main toasts were given by Neal Cossons (IGMT 
Director) on behalf of the Museum and David Corbyn on 
behalf the Shropshire Caving and Mining Club, then the 
fun began as I called upon each guest to make his own 
speech. This got more and more difficult as time went on 
as all the proper compliments had already been said, the 
wine was having its effect, the speeches got ever more 
bawdy as some guests resorted to poetry and song. Ivor 
was suitably moved and responded accordingly, and 
then the wine ran out. No matter, a large tank of beer 
was forthcoming and the party continued into the early 
hours of the morning. A problem was beginning to arise, 
in our semi-inebriated state how were we to get home? 
But here we learnt for the first time that beer drunk in a 
cold underground environment actually has an opposite 
sobering effect, thus our worries about our return 
journeys were unnecessary.

As the meal had to be cooked elsewhere than the tunnel 
the organisers had to make no less than four journeys 
with the food trucks during the evening and must have 
pushed them over one and half miles! It had been, and 
even many years afterwards was considered one of the 
most memorable occasions of our lives. Today, with the 
present Health & Safety rules it would be considered 
sheer folly to organise a dinner in such a place, but we 
all easily survived and enjoyed it well. Thus ended 1976.

The banquet in the Tar Tunnel. L to R: Neil Cossons 
(IGMT), David Adams, Stuart Smith (IGMT), Ivor Brown.
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What the Papers Said - “The Colliery Guardian”
Submitted by Steve Dewhirst

THE FATAL COLLIERY ACCIDENT AT 
PRIORS LEE.

In December last, an accident occurred at the Dark Lane 
Pit, Priors Lee, Shropshire by which twelve men were killed. 
At the inquest afterwards held it was shown that a breach 
of the colliery rules had taken place, and subsequently the 
banksman, Richards, was committed for two months’ 
imprisonment. At the Wellington petty sessions, on Tuesday, 
the chartermaster, John Howells, was charged with aiding 
and abetting the banksman above alluded to. The Bench 
committed the defendant for two months’ imprisonment.
A second charge against the prisoner, for a breach of another 
rule, was then gone into, and the magistrates committed 
Howells for two months on that also.

29th March 1863

BROmFORD COLLIERY -mINES 
INSPECTION ACT, POLICE COuRT

The decision in the Wolverhampton Police Court, by which 
William Henry Dawes, Esq., owner of the Bromford 
Colliery, was amerced in a fine of ten pounds for neglecting 
to give proper notice to the Inspector of an accident at that 
colliery, is calculated to draw attention to some points in 
the mines Inspection Act, which are often forgotten or 
disregarded.

It appears that on the 7th November last, an explosion of 
gas took place at one of the defendant’s pits, whereby one 
man was severely burned, and according to the terms of the 
act it was the duty of mr. Dawes or his agent to notify the 
incident both to the Secretary of State and to the Inspector 
of mines for the district.

Now, an impression prevails very generally that such notices 
are required only in cases where fatal results have occurred 
from an accident; but the nineteenth section of the act 
says, that if at any time loss of life or personal injury shall 
occur to any person employed in or about any coal mine 
by reason of any explosion; and if at any time loss of life or 
serious personal injury shall occur to any person employed 
in or about a coal-mine, by reason of any other accident, 
the owner or agent shall send notice of such accident and 
the consequences thereof both to the Secretary of State 
for the Home Department and the Inspector of mines 
for the district.

The language employed in this section of the act is 
remarkably emphatic and peremptory, and yet, from the 
very nature of the subject dealt with, it leaves considerable 
discretion to the coal-owner or his agent. There are accidents 
occurring frequently in connection with the operations of 
every large colliery, many of which are too trivial under 
the cognisance of the employer, and some which do come 
within his notice that nobody deems of sufficient importance 
to be communicated to either the Home Secretary or 
Government Inspector. 

The law says, that information must be forwarded of any 
explosion, attended with personal injury, and any accident 
from other causes attended with serious personal injury; 
and in dealing with this latter category the manager must of 
course decide on his own responsibility whether the injury 
sustained be serious or trivial. He must not forget, however, 
that the limits wherein he may exercise his discretion are very 
narrow, and that in all such cases he must proceed under 
the hazard of suffering both discredit and personal loss.

In the case brought before the Wolverhampton Police 
Court, evidence was adduced that an explosion had taken 
place in one of the defendant’s pits, through which one 
man was severely burned, and therefore it was quite clear 
that the magistrate had no alternative but to inflict the fine 
prescribed by the law. The obligation to give notice to the 
Secretary of State and to the Inspector, of all explosions 
attended with personal injury, and of all accidents attended 
with serious personal injury is not recognised by every 
colliery manager, and, therefore, we draw attention to it.

Another point worthy of notice was brought out in the 
hearing of the case to which we have referred. It seems 
that notice of the accident had been forwarded by the 
defendant to the Secretary of State, but the document bore 
the signature of his chief clerk; whereupon the stipendiary 
expressed his opinion that, inasmuch as the act requires that 
the notice should be sent from the owner or the managing 
agent of the colliery  in which the accident occurred, the 
notice forwarded by mr. Dawes was improper and useless.

An inspection of the act will show that the magistrate was 
right in his view, for it says that the owner or agent of the 
colliery shall send the notice of the accident under his own 
hand, and the interpretation section declares that the term 
“agent” of a colliery shall mean any person having on behalf 
of the owner the care or direction thereof. This should be 
borne in mind, for in the natural and ordinary course of 
things, the task would be handed over to the official usually 
entrusted with the correspondence connected with the 
colliery. In a large concern, where the manager is occupied 
nearly the whole of the day in the works, either above ground 
or in the mines, the business of letter writing is transacted 
in the office, and in the absence of the employer it is done 
by the cashier or principal bookkeeper. unless advised 
otherwise, the manager would be satisfied with giving in 
the particulars of the casualty at the office, and leaving it 
to the superior clerk there to forward the formal notices. 

It appears, however, that such would not be in conformity 
with the law, for it is expressly enacted that such notices - 
that is the notice to the Inspector, and that to the Secretary 
of States - shall be sent under the hands of the owner or 
agent, and for the purposes of the act the manager is the 
only person recognised as agent.

16th May 1863
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News Round-Up 3

‘Pit in the Park’, 6th October 2019
Event, organised by Alveley Historical Society to mark the 50th 
Anniversary of the closure of Alveley Colliery. Held at the Severn 
Valley Country Park, Alveley, visitors were able to have a go at a 
coal shovelling competition, listen to performances from the Highley 
Colliery band, take rides on the land train around the area, take part in 
a geology workshop and listen to talks from former Granville Miners 
on several mining topics, with a selection of mining photographs 
from Ray Rushton’s collection on the Club display boards.

The highlight of the day was the unveiling, by the Mayor of 
Bridgnorth Ron Whittle OBE, of the Alveley Mining memorial. 
The leading light in the design and erection of memorial was Ray 
Mathews (Alveley History Society) formerly of Alveley Colliery. He 
managed to do a detaching hook swap with Big Pit to get an Ormerod 
detaching hook of the same type as was used at Alveley. This has 
been mounted on chains over a reconstructed pit top - currently 
flooded!

Above: The ‘Granville Boys’, former 
Granville miners Cliff Hewitt, Stewart 
Braddock and Malcolm Peel in front of a 
selection of photos of Shropshire mines from 
Ray Rushton.

Above: Club member Peter Eggleston 
studying the Alveley Mining memorial.
Left: Sarah Croft (Severn Valley Country 
Park) giving an introductory speech at the 
unveiling of the memorial. In the background: 
Deputy Mayor of Bridgnorth Mrs Carol 
Whittle, Mayor of Bridgnorth Ron Whittle 
OBE, Ray Mathews (Alveley History Society), 
Stephen Tull (AHS), Malcolm Peel (AHS).

Cambrian Caving Council website
The Cambrian Caving Council (CCC) has developed a new website 
to present the work and role of the council in a clearer way. The new 
site includes material aimed at caver and club audiences such as cave 
access information and the most recent newsletters and meetings 
minutes. The latter items can be downloaded from the documents 
page, which also has useful links to the Cave Access Limited website 
and a list of Scheduled Monuments.

Information about caves in Wales, the Forest of Dean and the 
Marches can be found in the searchable Cave Registry.

A quick search using the key word of ‘Llan’ gives a list of sites 
including Llanymynech Ogof. Not many details of the Ogof, but it 
does include a location map, grid reference and the relevant numbers 
for the Scheduled Ancient Monument (SAM MG030) and SSSI 
(0536).

The CCC are keen for cavers to submit photos to the website of 
sites in Wales. These must be capable of adaptation to fit the various 
page layouts used in the new site. If you are interested they are also 
looking for someone to help maintain the website.

Check out the new look site at:

www.cambriancavingcouncil.org.uk

Below: Detail of the Ormerod detaching 
hook on the mining memorial.

(Pictures: Kelvin Lake - I.A.Recordings)

http://www.cambriancavingcouncil.org.uk/
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News Round-Up 4

Chartist Cave Anniversary
The 3rd to 5th November marked 180 years since the 
pro-democracy Chartist uprising and the ill-fated 1839 
march to Newport, Wales. Before the march the Chartists 
used the cave known as Ogof Fawr (‘Big Cave’) or 
Tylles Fawr (‘Great Hole’) as a weapon store. 

The cave was dug by the Severn Valley Caving Club 
in 1969 and 1970 led to the discovery of a lower 
chamber with numerous passages leading off. They also 
discovered a number of artefacts, including a clay pipe, 
and animal and human bones.

The cave is at SO 127152 about 2.5km north-northeast 
of the village of Trefil at an elevation of about 550m on 
Mynydd Llangynidr, Powys. If you visit the cave you 
will need to park in the village - the quarry has installed 
a barrier to prevent fly-tipping which it locks in the 
evening.

Descent (270) & Internet notes

Gas Detector Donation
Honeywell Analytics have generously donated portable gas detectors to all UK Cave/Mine Rescue Teams. The 
British Cave Rescue Council (BCRC) is extremely grateful to Peter Barratt (Key Account Manager, Honeywell 
Analytics, Middlewich, Cheshire) and Joe Exon (Zone Manager, Honeywell Analytics, Poole, Dorset) for the 
donation of gas detectors to all fifteen BCRC underground (cave and mine) rescue teams across the UK and Ireland.

Teams were issued with two sets of the Gas Alert MicroClip X3 [Four-Gas] and a smaller number of sets of Gas 
Alert Micro5 [Five-Gas] which will be distributed amongst selected teams, where carbon dioxide is a recorded 
hazard in the mines or caves of the area they cover. In addition Honeywell have also donated the associated 
calibration equipment, which forms part of the essential safety equipment needed for their operations. The new 
monitors will provide pre-entry safe level checks and continuously monitor during operations for the following 
hazardous gases: Methane, Hydrogen Sulphide, Carbon Monoxide, depleted Oxygen and Carbon Dioxide.

Read more on the BCRC website: www.caverescue.org.uk/honeywell-analytics-a-generous-donation/

Right: Presentation by Peter Barratt of the Multi-Gas 
Detectors to the BCRC at Buxton Fire Station.

L to R: Jon Whiteley (BCRC), Emma Porter (BCRC Secretary), 
Jim Davis (BCRC Training Co-ordinator), Mike Clayton (BCRC 
Equipment Officer), Peter Barratt (Honeywell Analytics), Peter 
Dell (Derbyshire CRO), Gary Mitchell (BCRC Assistant Chair), 
Bill Whitehouse (BCRC Vice Chair), Peter Dennis (BCRC Chair).

Smelter Conversion
Club members may be interested to know that the 
Council have granted consent for two houses adjoining 
the former White Grit smelter in Pontesford  and for the 
conversion of the smelter into three dwellings.

The appropriate reports and surveys have been carried 
out and are available on the Council website. It is not 
envisaged that large scale groundworks  would be 
required within the existing building.

Of note is that there are raised levels of arsenic in a few 
places outside which indicates that imported ore was 
smelted here.

Mike Shaw

Track Maintenance Land Rover
For the Land Rover enthusiasts in the Club you might be 
interested in the picture (see below) of the 2 foot gauge 
Land Rover at the Statfold Narrow Gauge Museum Trust 
near Tamworth.

The current Industrial Railway Society ‘Existing 
Locomotives’ handbook describes it as 4-4wPMR*, built 
by Joe Nemeth Engineering Ltd, Bristol, 2009; rebuilt by 
Hunslet Engineering (i.e. at Statfold) as 4-2wPMR 2009.

Mike Shaw

* Note: 4-4w = a four wheeled un-powered bogie  
with a similar powered one. The 4-2w later wheel 
arrangement indicates just one pair of powered wheels.

PMR = Petrol railcar with mechanical transmission.

www.caverescue.org.uk/honeywell-analytics-a-generous-donation/
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Mystery Building at Old Shorthill, Lea Cross

Following a request to the Club for assistance 
in identifying the possible use of a two storey 
building at Old Shorthill a visit was made by 
six club members (Mike Shaw, Peter Eggleston, 
Nick Southwick, Edwin Thorpe, Ian Cooper and 
Kelvin Lake).

The building is just south of the site of Old 
Shorthill Colliery. The history of the mines 
in this area is a little confusing as there were 
several mines known as Shorthill Colliery in 
the area. ‘Old Shorthill’ was possibly known 
as Clanbrook Colliery (in the 1840s), Shorthill 
(c1868 to mid 1870s) and later Old Shorthill 
Colliery1. Old Shorthill Colliery became part of 
Cruckmeole Colliery (to which it was connected 
by a 450 yard tramway) and in the late 1870s 
They both became part of Hanwood Colliery, 
with Old Shorthill retained for pumping until Hanwood closed in 1940. 

The Ordnance Survey marks ‘Old Shorthill’ as ‘Colliery’ (see ‘A’ on Map 1) and Cruckmeole as ‘Shorthill Colliery’. 
However, the mystery building doesn’t appear on the O.S. maps until the 1973 edition.

In 1920 A.N.Fielden, the new owner of Moat Hall Colliery purchased the combined Hanwood/Cruckmeole 
Colliery and made significant improvements to them. It is possible that the building dates from his early 1920s 
improvements. Unfortunately there is a “gap” in the early O.S.Maps, presumably because the 1927-38 survey only 
got as far as the railway bridge between Hanwood Bank and Hanwood, so maps of this area were not updated!

The Building is not actually rectangular, the south-east wall is angled to follow the old boundary lines of the site and 
run parallel to the L. & N.W. & G.W, Joint Railway Minsterley Branch. There are a couple of steel girders sticking 
out of this wall, and a girder appears to have been removed from the brickwork at the corner

Also at the south-east corner of the building there is a rectangular cavity that goes up to the roof level of the 
building. A wooden flag pole has been put in this cavity and supports a weather vane and lightning conductor. It is 
not clear what was the original purpose of this cavity, it might have once held a metal ladder to access the roof.

Map 1: Old Shorthill Colliery (A) and the location (B) of the mystery building.    (O.S. Map Shropshire XL NE, 1881 Survey)

Fig. 1: The South-west side of the mystery building.
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Inside The Building
On both the ground and second floors, in the angle of the south-east wall there are features suggesting small 
fireplaces.

The second floor has a water pipe coming down from the roof (see Fig. 3) and the ceiling is supported by iron 
girders which have been boxed in with wood and painted black (Fig. 4). The second floor also has 2 doorways which 
lead out onto the ‘balcony’ on the south-west side of the building, behind the arches. Older local residents in the area 
remember the balcony arches being used some years ago for bee skeps.

The general design of the building tends to suggest that it was once a water tower with an iron tank on the roof. 
However, this doesn’t preclude the second floor being used as a dwelling or offices at the same time, as was often 
the case with railway water towers.

Fig. 2: The south-east corner. Fig. 3: Second floor water pipe. Fig. 4: Room on the second floor.

In the floor of the western ground floor room is a boarded 
void, which looks like an inspection pit. However, it is 
not very deep and runs across the width of the room. It 
was thought that this pit may have been for an engine, 
with a flywheel and/or crank using part of the pit and 
the machine being supported on two of the timbers, 
straddling the pit. There are two recesses in the pit. 
Edwin has suggested that an electric motor driving a 
pump, controlled by float switches would require little 
maintenance and supervision (similar to that used at 
Huglith Mine in the 1930s) and keep the tank topped-up.

Summary
The building has the general features of a water tower. As 
it doesn’t appear on early O.S. maps, the theory is that it 
was probably built in the 1920s when A.N.Fielden was investing heavily in Hanwood and Moat Hall Collieries.

However, what was the water for?
1. It is alongside the Minsterley branch line, so could it have been for watering railway locomotives? 
 Both Mike and Edwin, think not. As the watering of locos was usually done at or near a station.

2. Was it a water supply for the boilers of the nearby pumping engine house?
 This is possible, the engine house is 100 yards (30m) away and the other side of a reasonably large pit mound. 
 There is a small well (currently plumbed to a depth of 7m) in the grounds of the house, this may have been used 

to top up the water tank. The supply from the well was possibly later used for the adjacent house and the pipes 
altered as there appears to be a pair of smaller pipes connected to the pipe flange. Does this indicate the use of a 
hand pump?

Fig. 5, below: The boards over the ground floor pit.

Mystery Building at Old Shorthill, Lea Cross
Continued ...
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What might it have looked like? 
Looking at the various brick lines it is possible to deduce the 
original height of the building. If the water tank was a shallow 
one it might have only been one iron plate high (see D on Fig. 
7). That would leave the brick tower at the south-east corner as 
a taller access tower.

Alternatively, it could have been  a deep tank, at least 2 iron 
plates high. This might have meant that it was almost as tall as 
the surviving brick tower (see E on Fig.7). Although the upper 
parts of the tank may not have been encased in brick, the iron 
sides of the tank may have been visible (see Example, Fig.8). 

Looking at the gable end of the building it can be seen that 
when the tank was removed from the roof the new roof line 
has been given a slight slope (see Fig.6).

Thanks
Thanks to the Newmans for inviting us to have a 
look at this interesting building. If any club members 
come across any information that would help with the 
interpretation of this building and the site then please let 
the secretary know.

References
1. The Mines of the Shrewsbury Coalfield, Michael Shaw (YouCaxton Publications, 2016)

Mystery Building at Old Shorthill, Lea Cross
Continued ...

Fig. 6 Projected original roof line on the north-
west side of the building. 

Fig. 7

Fig. 8, above: Roof tank at Coalbrookdale Ironworks.
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Chatterley Whitfield ‘At Risk’
Chatterley Whitfield Colliery at Chell, Stoke-on-Trent has been put on the 
Victorian Society ‘at risk’ list for 2019. This puts the former coal mine in 
their top 10 most endangered buildings and structures.

It was the first colliery in the UK to produce one million tonnes of saleable 
coal in a year and is said to be one of the most complete remnants of a 
mine in the country. The site is vacant and the buildings are in a very poor 
condition with developments taking place around it and out-lying buildings 
being demolished.

Victorian Society, 13th September 2019

Man Dies in Lave Tube
A 71-year-old man in Hawaii has died 
after falling 7m (22ft.) down a “lava 
tube” while trimming trees on his 
property.  Fire crews abseiled into the 
60cm (2ft.) wide shaft to recover the 
body.

Lava tubes are common in Hawaii and 
some have “skylights” to the surface 
that can be covered by brush, or just 
have a very thin roof. Unlike slower 
forming geological features, like 
caves, lava tubes are often formed in 
days and weeks when lava cools and 
hardens on its top layer but continues 
to flow beneath, draining into the sea. 
Once empty of flowing lava it leaves 
behind maze-like tunnels - on Hawaii 
some of these can be over 40 miles 
long.

BBC News, 7th November 2019

‘Freeminer’ Gargoyle
In August Gloucester Cathedral unveiled the maquette (clay model) of 
‘Freeminer’ (see page 29), the second of a set of six new gargoyles which 
will be installed on the North Ambulatory Roof as part of a £500,000 
restoration project. The Forest of Dean Gargoyle is kindly sponsored by 
Forest of Dean based company, PSW England Limited.

Each new gargoyle will represent a different region of the County, 
Gloucester, Cheltenham, Tewkesbury, Stroud, Cotswolds and the Forest of 
Dean by reflecting local traditions and heritage.

To represent the Forest of Dean the “Miner Gargoyle” was chosen. The 
maquette has been sculpted by the Cathedral’s Master Mason, Pascal 
Mychalysin and will be carved into stone, before being installed on the 
North Ambulatory to protect the Cathedral’s stonework.

Dawley Pit Disaster Memorial 
Work has been completed on cleaning up and restoring 
the Springwell Pit Disaster Memorial, at Holy Trinity 
Church, Dawley. On December 6th, 1872, eight men 
aged between 14 and 22 died at the Springwell Pit when 
the winding chain snapped, they plummeted 50 yards 
down a 150 yard shaft. The chain then landed on them.

John Davies, Edward Jones, Isaiah Skelton, Allen Wyke, 
Robert Smith, William Bailey, John Parker and John Yale 
were buried in a communal grave, their funeral attracting 
crowds from throughout the town.

Work resumed at the mine the following day and the 
mine continued to be worked until about 1880.

Shropshire Star 12th November 2019

Above: The mass grave of miners killed in the Springwell 
Pit Disaster of 1872.     (Kelvin Lake - I.A.Recordings)

Left: Chatterley Whitfield headframe and heapstead as it looked in August 
1979, not long after closure.            (Kelvin Lake - I.A.Recordings)

Right: Nāhuku 
- Thurston Lava 
Tube, Hawaii 
Volcanoes 
National Park.

(Skeeze, Pixabay)

News Round-Up 5
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Dear Editor,
Many thanks for the latest edition of Below! (issue 2019.3) in which I was especially interested in Mike Shaw’s 
descriptions of his recent Club Walks. I have various comments to add to Mike’s Pontesford walk historical notes 
which I hope members will find interesting.

The caption for the Wakefield engine purchase note by mine engineer D.Davies giving a date of 1839 is wrong, I’m 
afraid, but the florid handwriting is easily misread. The Eddys were not managing the Snailbeach company’s works 
until 1857, while Davies noted the purchase was made on their behalf. 

The 23 February 1859 date definitely identifies this engine to the Pontesford New Shaft, which I had also concluded 
based on various Longueville Collection letters etc in Salop Archives. Mike has now referred to almost all of the 
relevant ones in his worthy recent book ‘The Mines of the Shrewsbury Coalfields’. The new shaft was being sunk 
by early July 1858, to obviate legal action by the lessor, Elizabeth Heighway. She asserted that there was ‘ungot 
coal’ which could be worked to profit and that the Snailbeach partnership’s recent closure of the colliery therefore 
contravened their lease. An agreement, including a cash settlement paid in 1862 for the estimated value of remaining 
coal (finally allowing the colliery to close), was concluded in 1864, while the company continued to pay rent under 
the original 1784 lease until termination was agreed in 1883.

Previously, Martell & Gill in ‘Lead Smelting in Welsh Furnaces at Pontesford, Shropshire’ (PDMHS Bulletin 
Vol.11 No.6; translation of Leon Moissenet’s paper with comments) noted that Eddy & Son advertised in the 
Mining Journal of 1 Jan 1859:- ‘Wanted, a second-hand winding engine, about 20 inch cylinder, with winding 
cage [i.e. drum], boiler etc’ which the authors said was for winding either Chapel Shaft or New Engine Shaft (both 
Snailbeach). 1859 is too early for Chapel Shaft (see Below! issue 2018.1 p.22), and we now know that New Engine 
Shaft Snailbeach was first sunk and equipped in 1848 by Jonathan Harrison. Martell & Gill had followed F.Brook & 
M.Allbutt (‘The Shropshire Lead Mines’, Moorland,1973) who stated that it was a James Ray Eddy development of 
1858. This advertisement clearly resulted in the Wakefield purchase. 

I also have in my notes that on 12 April 1859, Davies produced with the heading “Pontesford New Engine” a 
diagram of a crankshaft, to which a pulley and eccentric and a flywheel would be fitted. Then I noted an entry of 6 
May 1859 for a “Wakefield boiler egg-ended 30ft 2⅝in long”, without mentioning a diagram. Perhaps ‘Wakefield’ 
means that a boiler for the New Engine had become available from the same source. Again, the date connects it to 
Pontesford New Engine.

Figure P4: Section through the mine from Gibbet Pit to New Engine Shaft.
Regarding P4, I can add that the (presumed test boring?) shaft at 200 yards from Gibbet Pit has hit “water” before 
reaching the Half-yard coal. One of Stephen Eddy’s objections to working further north on “the dip” was the need 
to pump out at greater depth for a poor or even nonexistent get. By 1860 in any case he was buying better quality 
coal from the Wrexham/Denbighshire fields, which even counting rail and road transport was cheaper (Moissenet’s 

Letters - Pontesford Follow-up

P4
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paper - he visited in Sept 1860). Mike’s comment 
“distances to the E and W” refers to the compass 
rose marker (a dialling symbol?) on a datum horizon 
close by, the horizon being 16.2 “Yds Ft” [??] above 
the intersection point with the Half-yard coal. With a 
dialling mark, the “200 yards West” and “600 yards 
East” notes seem unlikely to refer to anything other 
than the extent of working.

Mid-P6 (see right) - a minor and academic point - 
where the caption reads “height”, I think it might be 
“lenght” as a misspelling of length. Even nowadays 
people find these words hard to spell right, and length 
is more appropriate to describe cylinder or pump 
stroke.

The bottom sketch on P6 headed “Winding Engine 
Monday Octor 8th 1867” (“Bafler valve”) will have 
nothing to do with Pontesford, since as Mike has 
established it was closed down in 1862. Malehurst 
was closed down in 1861. It can only be for one of 
the winders at Snailbeach, either at New Engine Shaft 
(Harrison’s 1848 development) or Chapel Shaft. Old 
(or George’s) Shaft was a climbing shaft between 
1848 and 1872, and Davies’ notebook refers to old 
pumping and winding engine accessories re-used at 
the Malehurst colliery by 1859-60:- “L.Bob formally 
[sic - formerly] working at ... old 30in Winding 
Eng.” ... “Decr. 9th 1859. This Bob is to be fixed at 
Mealhurst East side of shaft.” 

This old pumping & winding engine is the one I have 
suggested (in my paper “Snailbeach mine: pumping 
and winding machinery c.1782-1856” British Mining 
No.78) was in the ‘Blacksmith’s Shop engine house’ 
and worked Old Shaft some time before 1848.

Finally, OS 25 inch maps show Black Tom shaft was 
wound by horse engine as late as, or later than, 1881.

Best wishes to all,          Andy Cuckson

Letters - Pontesford Follow-up
continued ...

Re: The Snailbeach Ash Tree, Below 2019.3 Autumn issue, page 16
Dear Editor,

I’ve studied the photograph of the wound on the side of the tree and also 
undertaken a site inspection. The photographs tell me why the branch failed. 
This is an almost textbook example of a tight fork with included bark, a 
common reason why branches fail. The included bark is the dark area in the 
upper half of the wound. Site inspection confirmed that there is no evidence of 
any rot or decay in that part of the tree.

The included bark is sandwiched between the branch and main trunk resulting 
in the branch not being securely attached. The load of the branch splits the 
timber longitudinally just like splitting a log.

Whoever is responsible for the site has a Common Law duty of care to ensure, 
amongst other things, that any trees are maintained in a safe condition.

I don’t know whether this would be Shropshire Council or Shropshire Mines 
Trust. The trees should be inspected frequently and any recommendations acted 
upon. Shropshire Council have their own in-house tree inspectors.
                Joe North

The damaged part of the tree.
(Julian Bromhead)
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Christmas Puzzles

Spot the difference
There are 12 differences between the upper and lower pictures.
A couple might be tricky!

Can you spot them?
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Christmas Puzzles

Y R T H S S S T S I O J C D J S S
V Y Q B A W M T C X V A P Z P F M
C C B A V E I K F C S A L X C B O
V E N T S R K N A I L S U Z M S O
E G M T U C H D S X X I G T E I R
J A D E P S H Q T U R T S O F N V
P Q U N N E S B B W L G U N U K F
N I Z S S T X M S Q T A R R S S E
S E A I K B P T E K D X T E E Y J
E R V O S G E H L W O R R I P S U
P E A C N Z O V I Z O Q A C O Q L
I X T I Z P H S T K R D A T L N E
P W V W O R K T O P S D F H R S T
A O Q R S W O D N I W C X E I O I
C S E G N I H B R I C K S K L W M
V C I Q U O X A J B Q E E U Q T B
X P Q E G N I R E T T U G B L J E
Z W J R F X P Y E R I Z C H G P R

ADHESIVE
BATTENS
BRICKS
CEMENT
COVING
DOORS
FELT
FIXTURES
GUTTERING
HINGES
INSULATION
JOISTS

MORTAR
NAILS
PIPES
PLUGS
ROOMS
SCREWS
SINKS
TILES
TIMBER
VENTS
WINDOWS
WORKTOPS

Home Maintenance
Can you find all these 
words related to DIY 
home improvements?

Random Clues:
Fissure
Log boat
Tatters
Engrossed
Knocks

Step Ladder

TAGS

GIFT

Climb from GIFT to 
TAGS changing just 
one letter at a time.
There are some clues 
below, but not in the 
correct order!

Cog-itate
Study the picture below and see if you can work out which 
weights will rise and which ones will fall when the character in 
the very snazzy Christmas jumper releases the rope as shown.

To help those of you seeing this in the printed version of Below 
(black & white), the shaded cogs only engage with white cogs.

 The maquette (clay model) of 
‘Freeminer’, the second of a set  
  of 6 new gargoyles 
     for Gloucester Cathedral.              

(Gloucester Cathedral)
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Books

Minerals of the English Midlands
By Roy Starkey

This lavishly illustrated book explores the rich mineralogical heritage of the 
Midlands, setting this into a regional, historical and economic context, and 
tracing the development of mineral exploitation from earliest times to the 
present day.

Mineral specimens from the area are recognised as being significant on 
a global scale, and are to be found in all major mineral collections, both 
within the UK and abroad. The author has been privileged to have obtained 
unprecedented access to both private and public collections, resulting in 
the inclusion of numerous, previously unpublished photographs of mineral 
specimens. The book will appeal to all those interested in the geology and 
mineralogy of the area, visitors to the Peak District National Park, mineral 
collectors, mining historians, industrial archaeologists and the general visitor 
alike.

A number of Shropshire mines and minerals feature in the book, along 
with background histories of the mines concerned, making for a fascinating 
reference to the minerals of the county.

432 pages; 943 illustrations; 1000 references; comprehensive index.
Paperback £35 plus p&p. (ISBN 978 0 9930182 3 7)

To order a copy, go to:
www.britishmineralogy.com

or email roy@britishmineralogy.com

British Mineralogy Publications, 
15 Warwick Avenue, Bromsgrove, 
Worcestershire. B60 2AH

A Complete Guide to the Engine Houses
of Mid Cornwall,

by Damian Nance, Kenneth Brown and Tony Clarke.
This is the second book in the series on Cornish engine houses and covers 
the area between Truro and Caradon Hill. 

Publishers note: During the 19th century, Cornwall produced most of the 
world’s copper and tin, as well as significant amounts of lead, silver, arsenic, 
tungsten, zinc, iron and uranium. What made this unparalleled productivity 
possible was the development, pioneered by Cornishman Richard Trevithick, 
of the Cornish beam engine, a reciprocating steam engine capable of driving 
pumps that could keep the ever deepening mines free of water. Although few 
of these great engines survive, many of the buildings in which they were 
housed remain to this day, forming characteristic features of the Cornish 
landscape that have come to symbolize the county’s rich mining heritage and 
now stand as silent monuments to the mining history for which the county 
was once justly famous.

This book introduces these remarkable engine houses by providing an 
illustrated guide to those in Mid-Cornwall using contemporary and 
archival photographs supplemented with brief descriptions of the engines 
the buildings once contained, simple interpretations of some of their key 
features, and short histories of the mines of which they were part. It is not 
an exhaustive treatment, nor is meant solely for the enthusiast, but rather, it 
provides an overview intended for all those interested in these historically 
important structures.

Together the authors bring over a century and a half of expertise to this 
fascinating guide. Damian Nance is a St. Ives born geologist with a lifelong 
interest and knowledge of engine houses, the late Kenneth Brown was a 
leading expert on Cornish mining history and co-author of the highly popular 
“Exploring Cornish Mines” series, and Tony Clarke is an authority on 
Cornish mineral processing and has spent a lifetime recording Cornish mine 
sites and researching their histories from his home in Camborne.

Volume 3, which includes Devon, will be out next year.

Publisher: Lightmoor Press, 172pp
ISBN-13: 978-1911038610
Price: £18.00

Publications are available from Mike 
Moore at Club meetings, or online at

www.moorebooks.co.uk

https://britishmineralogy.com/wordpress/
https://www.moorebooks.co.uk/
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Books and Videos

On Mighty ArMs
“On mighty arms, alternately I bear

Prodigious weights of water and of air; And yet you’ll 
stop my motion with a hair.”

Lines from a poem of 1725 celebrating the atmospheric 
engine built by Thomas Newcomen in 1712 at 
Coneygree near Dudley, which was the first practical 
steam engine in the world.

In 1986 the Black Country Living Museum built the 
world’s only full-sized working replica of that most 
significant engine, on a site very close to the original, 
overlooked then as now by Dudley Castle.

This DVD shows museum volunteer Mike Dunn 
preparing the engine, setting and lighting the fire in a 
cold boiler and checking the equipment.

When steam has been raised, Mike operates the engine 
manually as must have been done with the earliest 
prototypes, although the engines were usually run self-
acting.

Hand operation does show the very fine control that is 
possible, as mentioned in the poem!

Mike has been working and maintaining the engine 
since 2004 and he uses his extensive knowledge to 
describe the technical details of the mechanisms and the 
techniques and tricks needed to work with it safely and 
efficiently.

The hot and cold water circuits are examined in detail 
and Mike also explains how to shut down the engine 
quickly in the event of low water in the boiler.

Made with the help of the Black Country Living 
Museum. Recorded and mastered in High Definition. 
Standard definition DVD copies clearly benefit from the 
High Definition master quality, but this Compilation is 
also available in 1080i HD on Blu-ray™ disc !

Written & Narrated by Mike Dunn, 

Running time: 46mins. 

16:9 widescreen 
(anamorphic).

DVD (Standard 
definition): £13.45

Blu-ray™ (1080i High 
Definition): £17.00

Discounted price for 
Club members: £10,

£14 for Blu-ray (if you 
collect e.g. at Club 

Meetings)

For more details or to order visit:
iarecordings.org

Levant Mine an Anthology
Edited by Peter Joseph and Graham Thorne, published by Trevithick Society.

The full story of Levant has yet to be written, so as a stop-gap this book is a collection of 
essays from several authors, who have been, and are, researching various aspects of the mine’s 
history. It brings together lots of new information and previously unknown  photographs. This 
mine was the last in the UK to use a ‘man engine’ and 2019 is also the 100th anniversary of 
the Man Engine Disaster. On the 20th October 1919 thirty-one men were killed when a link 
between a rod and the man-engine snapped, the accident report by H.A.Abbott, Inspector of 
Mines has a dedicated chapter and in itself is a fascinating and informative read.

The book however doesn’t dwell on the accident, it delves into the early development of the 
mine and some of the entrepreneurs involved. It looks at some of the early machinery and 
never recorded before are the last 10 working years of the mine. It also records the restoration  
of the whim and Engines at Levant.

The book is a very informative and interesting read  and adds new details about the mine 
which haven’t been addressed  before.          Mike Moore

338 Pages.
ISBN: 9780993502187

Softback: £25
A limited number of 
hardback copies are 
available: £35

https://www.iarecordings.org/
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Diary DatesClub Officers

Catch us on the World Wide Web. Club activities & the labyrinth:  www.shropshirecmc.org.uk

2019
December 18th: Wilderness Lecture, “Underwater Adventure - Beneath 
the Frozen Surface”, by Andy Torbet, including cave diving in Finland and 
Scotland, 7:30pm at 1532 Performing Arts Centre, Bristol.

December 19th: Club pre-Christmas Social, Stiperstones Inn, 8pm 
onwards. Possible underground activity beforehand. 

2020
March 28th-29th: Expedition Science Weekend at Castleton. Organised by 
the Ghar Parau Foundation in association with BCRA & TSG. More details 
to be announced.

April 3rd-6th: NAMHO 2020 Conference “Copper Tin Gold”, 
Cornwall. Aimed at an international audience, as was INTER-NAMHO 
2000. Venue: Penventon Park Hotel, Redruth. More details to be announced.

15th to 18th May: 2nd International Early Engines Conference. Black 
Country Living Museum, Dudley, West Midlands.
“A wider view of early engines and their operating context – beyond valve 

gear and famous engineers”

It is intended to coincide with the BCLM’s “Red by Night” event which 
involves many of the museums engines being in steam and working into the 
night (this will entail a separate charge).

On the Friday evening delegates will travel by coach to Sandfields pumping 
station for a buffet dinner and talks about the 1873 Cornish engine and house 
being conserved by the Lichfield Waterworks Trust.

Full Ticket £135, Day Tickets £40/£45 and £30 . See the conference booking 
form and website for more details: www.earlyengines.org

June 18th-22nd: 12th International Mining History Conference, Sudbury, 
Ontario, Canada.

The Joys of Conference Camping 2 ...

President: David Adams

Chair: Neal Rushton

Vice Chair: Gareth Rushton

Secretary:  Andrew Wood
scmc.secretary@factree.org.uk

Treasurer: Marian Boston

Conservation: David Poyner

NAMHO Rep: Alan Robinson

Membership Secretary:
Julian Bromhead 

scmc.membership@factree.org.uk

Tackle:  Steve Holding

Training Officer:
Andrew Wood

First Aid Officer:
Alan Moseley

Bat Officer: Mike Worsfold

‘Below’ Editor, Publications:
Kelvin Lake

scmc@factree.org.uk

 What are they doing? No!
Just trying to get a mobile signal.

Yeah!

Nnnngg!

Morning ballet?

Tai chi?

Grrr!

http://www.shropshirecmc.org.uk/
http://www.earlyengines.org/

